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Legend

Easiest Trails
Least difficult terrain

Intermediate Trails
Most suitable for intermediate skiers and snowboarders

Advanced Trails
Most suitable for advanced skiers and snowboarders

Expert Trails
Suitable only for expert skiers and snowboarders

Freestyle Terrain
Tūroa Parks may contain jumps, boxes, rails, half/quarter pipes & other constructed or natural freestyle features

SAFETY SIGNAGE

DANGER
The terrain ahead may be extremely demanding or extremely difficult and may be subject to change. Unprepared or inexperienced skiers or snowboarders may be at risk of injury or death.

CLOSED
This area is closed to skiing or snowboarding due to hazardous weather conditions or other factors. Do not attempt to ski or snowboard into this area.

CAUTION
This area is off-trail. Skiers and snowboarders should exercise caution when entering this area. The terrain may be difficult or dangerous. Use extreme caution, and make sure to follow all safety guidelines.

Ski Area Boundary
This boundary indicates the boundary of the ski area. Beyond this point, there are no safety services or avalanche control measures available.

HAZARDOUS AREA
This area is hazardous in general and uses the message “Keep Out” to indicate that the area is a no-go zone. Skiers and snowboarders should avoid entering this area.
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